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Abstract 
Sreedhar, V. and K. Taghva, Capturing strong reduction in director string calculus, Theoretical 
Computer Science 107 (1993) 333-347. 
A modified version of director string calculus (MDSC) is introduced which preserves the applicative 
structure of the original lambda terms and captures the strong reduction as opposed to weak 
reduction of the original director string calculus (DSC). Furthermore, MDSC provides an environ- 
ment which supports the nonatomic nature of the substitution operation and hence can lend itself to 
parallel and optimal reduction. 
1. Introduction 
Combinatory logic offers a practical approach to the implementation of functional 
languages [6, 133. Generally, the implementations involve removal of variables from 
the text by introducing abstractions uch as A, and then translating the new text into 
combinatory logic [3, 163. However, as O’Donnell and Strandh [12] point out, the 
translation from I-calculus to combinatory logic disables ome of the redexes present 
in the original term; and consequently avoids the possibility of doing parallel reduc- 
tions. Furthermore, the size of the term in the combinatory logic tends to be larger 
than the corresponding A-term. It is also apparent from the literature that one of 
the main problems in this approach is the operation of substitution in B-reduction 
[12, 141. 
Kennaway and Sleep [8] have introduced director strings as combinators to 
formally study the approach taken by Turner. Director strings also provide an 
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intuitive interpretation of the reduction rules of the combinators to explain what 
combinators achieve. Director string implementation of I-calculus as shown in [8] 
involves weak reduction according to Hindley et al. [S]. In this paper, we introduce 
a modified version of director string calculus and obtain the strong reduction. In 
addition, our approach intuitively supports the nonatomic nature of substitution as 
explained in [12, 141 and lends itself to parallel and optimal reduction [4, 7, 10, 11, 
151. 
Throughout this article, we assume that the reader is familiar with [S]. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we will introduce some notations and preliminaries which will be 
used throughout the rest of the paper. As usual [l, 91, let VAR be the set of variables, 
then the set of A-terms n is defined inductively to be: 
(1) x is a term, where XE VAR; 
(2) (EF) is a term, where E, FE/I; 
(3) Ix.E is a term, where x~VAR and EEA. 
An occurrence of a variable x in a l-term E is bound if it is inside a subterm of the 
form Ax.F, otherwise it is free. We will use subscripts to encode the freeness or 
otherwise of the variable x in a term. For example, E, denotes the I-term E with free 
variable x. Kennaway and Sleep [8] introduced director symbols A, /, \, - to 
abstract a variable from an application using the following six rules: 
(1) ~x.(E.xF,)-+ A (@x.&W.F,)), 
(2) nx.(E,F)-*l((nx.E,)F), 
(3) WEF,)+\(E(lx.F,)), 
(4) Ix.(EF)+ -(EF), 
(5) Ix.x+l, 
(6) Ax.Y-WY), 
where K and I are the standard combinators. 
Here, the objective is to move abstraction through an application, leaving a direc- 
ting symbol behind. For example, the second rule says that the abstraction of x from 
a combination in which x occurs free in E, but not in F, can be encoded as a “send to 
the left” director symbol, denoted by /. The graph notation [13] represents a natural 
interpretation for these rules. For example, the term Axly.xy is transformed using the 
above rules in Fig. 1, and the L-term Lx.((ly.xy)x) is transformed in Fig. 2. 
Director string calculus is defined as a term rewriting system with symbols from 
VAR u { A, /, \, -, #, A} together with pair and triple constructors. Informally, the 
three unary operators # , !, and A are interpreted as “discard”, “insert” and “hole” 
respectively, and the four binary operators A, /, \ and - are interpreted as “both 
ways”, “send to left”, “ send to right” and “neither way” respectively. Following [S], 
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the L-terms k.ly.xy and A-term Ix.((ly.xy)x) are written as 
and 
(/\, (6 A), (1, A)) 
(A > U\, CL A), CL 41, (5 4) 3 
respectively. Observe that the last two expressions represent he trees in Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2 with I’s replaced by (!, A). Now, let @J1, 6iJ2, d and D denote empty unary, 
empty binary, arbitrary director symbol and arbitrary director string respectively. 
Then the rules of [8] defines how the terms are reduced in director string calculus. 
(1) (@z, (A Q El, &), &)+(R (@2, El> &I, (@2, E2, &)I, 
(2) (6327 t/Q El, E2), E,b(Q (632, EI, &I, E2), 
(3) (@2, (\Q El, E2), &b(R El, (@2, ~52, &)I> 
(4) (@2, t--D, El, ~521, JW-@, El, ~521, 
(5) (@I29 CR ~51, E2k-@9 (632, El, E2)), 
(6) (@2, (#D,EI),E~HD,EI), 
(7) #(@2,4 El )-+EI. 
Now, the expression (Ix.ly.xy)EF can be reduced to (EF) with the above conver- 
sion rules. String director calculus is not capable of strong reduction as our second 
example ix.((ly .xy)x)) cannot be reduced further, although it can be reduced in 
L-calculus to Ix. xx. 
In the next section, we will give a modified string director calculus which is capable 
of strong reduction. 
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3. Modified director string calculus 
Modified director string calculus (MDSC) has the same set of unary operators 
{!, #, A} and four binary operators {/\, - \, /-, - - > together with pair and triple 
constructors. The binary director symbols {/\, /- , - \, - - > have the natural 
interpretations “send both to left and right”, “send to left but not right”, “send to right 
but not to left”, “send neither to left nor to right”. Although we are at liberty to choose 
one symbol for each binary operator, we prefer to use two symbols and intuitively 
think of them as the right side and left side of the binary operator. In addition, these 
two symbol operators make it easier to explain our evaluation strategies. We will 
basically follow the notation of [S] and let D, Dr, D2, d, a1 and a2 denote arbitrary 
director string, director string over unary operator, director string over binary 
operator, arbitrary director symbol, empty director string over unary operators, and 
empty director string over binary operators, respectively. We define modijied director 
string terms (MDST) as follows: 
l (01, u)EMDST, where a is either a variable or A, 
l (Dl, E)eMDST, where EEMDST, 
l (D2, El, E,)EMDST, where El, E,EMDST. 
In order to go back and forth between l-calculus and MDSC, we utilize a mixed 
L-calculus and director string terms (MDSAT). We basically map each term in 
bcalculus to a term in MD&IT by replacing each variable x by ((@Jr, x) and every 
application (EF) by (B2, E, F). This, like in [S], embeds the I-calculus into a system 
MDSl generated by the syntactic rules 
l EEMDST a EEMDSAT, 
l EEMDST a A.x.EEMDSAT where x is a variable. 
Thus LfLx.f(fx) converts to the mixed term 
nf~x.(@,,(@,,f),(@z,(@l,f),(@1,X))). 
Then we define a translation from A-terms in MDSllT to MDST, which removes all 
i,‘s and bound variables. 
l Ix.(D1, x)-+(!D1, A), 
. Ix.(D,,A)-+(#D,,A), 
l Ix.(Di,y)+(#D,,y) where x#y, 
. Ax.(&, L J’,)-+(l\D,, (Ax.&), (nx.F,)), 
. 1x.(&, E,, F)+(l-D,, (Ix.&), @x4), 
. J.x.(&, &, F,)+(-\D,, (nx.E), (Ax.F,)), 
l Lx.(D2, E,, F,)-+( - - D2, (Ax. E), (kF)). 
Example 3.1. The term Ajnx.f(_fx) will be written as follows: 
nfN@,, (@l,f), (632, (@lJ-), (@l, 4)) 
+ A$(-\, nx.(@,,f), nx.(@,, (@lJ-), (6313 x))) 
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+ l_f.(-\, (#,f), (-\, ~x.(@,A W@l, 4)) 
--f AI-.(--\, (#A (-\> (#,_I-), (A A))) 
+ (/\-\,~~(#,f),;lf(-\,(#,f),(!,A))) 
+ (/\-\, (! #, 4, (/- -\, hf.(#,f), &f.(!, 4)) 
+ (/\-\,(!#,A),(/--\,(!#,A),(#!,A))). 
One may represent he last expression as the tree shown in Fig. 3. 
Intuitively, the tree explains how the evaluation must proceed, i.e. starting at the 
root, the first argument o this expression will go both ways, the second argument o 
the right but not to the left, at the next tree level, for example, the left subtree says 
“insert the first argument and discard the second argument”. We will continue to use 
the tree structure to explain the conversion rules. We also want to point out that the 
translation preserves the applicative structure of the original I-term. 
Proposition 3.2. The abstraction rules are confluent and terminating. Every A-term has 
a unique normal form, and this normal form is a MDS term. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 in [S]. 0 
4. Conversion rules 
In this section, we will introduce our conversion rules and give detailed examples to 
illustrate the difference between MDS and the original DS. Before we formally write 
our conversion rules, we need three basic operations, namely insert, shift and remove. 
0 
0 
Let EEMDS and i, j be natural numbers. 
shift (E, i, j) is defined to be a term FE MDS obtained from E by shifting the (i + 1)th 
director j places to the right for each director string in E. 
insert(E, i, j) is also defined to be a term GEMDS obtained from E by inserting 
j numbers of - - between (i + 1) and (i + 2) positions of each binary director string 
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E, and inserting j numbers of # between (i + 1) and (i + 2) positions of each unary 
director string in E. 
l remoue(E, i) is defined to be a term HEMDS obtained from E by removing the 
(i+ 1)st director of every director in E. 
Example 4.1. Let E denote (- \ - -/-, ( # # !, A), (! # #, A)). Then 
shift(E, 1, l)=(-\/- - -, (#!#, A),(! # #, A)), 
insert(E,l,l)=(-\----/-,(###!,A),(!###,A)), 
remoue(E, l)=(-\/--,(R!,A),(!#,A)). 
The operation insert will be used to avoid variable clashes (cc-conversion), she will 
be used to preserve the correspondence between a director and its binding and remove 
will be used to indicate that a P-reduction is done and that a particular director will 
not be needed further. 
In order to make our conversion rules easier to understand, we will use tree 
representations. Basically, we have two types of rules: the binary rules and the unary 
rules. 
I. Binary rules. The left hand side of each binary rule is of the form 
(Q(UdK El, Ez), E3), 
where D, U, V are director strings, d is a single director and the length of D is equal to 
length of the U, i.e., 1 D I= 1 U 1 (whenever the length of the director string of the left 
child is bigger than the length of the director string of the parent, we have a redex). 
The tree representation is then as shown in Fig. 4. 
We will use p, r and I for parent, right child and left child respectively, and give 
computation rules for evaluating parent, left child and right child director strings. 
(1.1) (R (u/\ I’, El, Ez), E3) 
+ (UPVp,(U’ I”, shift(E,, I UI, I VI), insert%, I UI, I U)), 
WV’, shift&, I UI, I VI), insert&, I UI, I VI)). 
D 
/\ 
7\ E3 
El E2 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. E; =sh$(E,, 1 UI, 1 VI), E;=shift(E,,‘IUI, IVI), Es =insert(Es, IU(, I VI). 
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Fig. 6. E;=shif(E,,IUI,IVI), E;=remoue Fig. 7. E’,=remoue(E,, IUl), E;=shft(E,, 
(Ez, IUI),E;=insert(E3,1UI,l~I). IUl,IVlb E;=insert(E,,IUI,IVI). 
Pictorially, the tree in Fig. 4 is converted to the tree in Fig. 5 which says that El and E2 
will take E3 as an argument. 
(1.2) (Q (Ul- K El, ~521, Es) 
--t (UP~P,(~1~‘,~hift(~~,IUI,I~I~,~~sert(~~,I~I,I~I~~, 
remooe(E2, (VI)). 
The result of rule (1.2) is shown in Fig. 6. 
(1.3) (IA (U -\ J’, El, E2)v Es) 
4 (UPVp,remoue(E,, [VI), 
(Ur V’, W(E2, I Ul, I W, inseW3, I UI, I U))h 
The result of rule (1.3) is shown in Fig. 7. 
(1.4) (D, (U - - V, El, E2), Es) + (UPVP,remoue(El, I Ul), remoue(E2, [VI)). 
The result of rule (1.4) is shown in Fig. 8. 
P P 
UV 
Fig. 8. E;=remoue(E,, IUl), E;=remooe(E,, IUl). 
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II. Unary rules. The left-hand side of each unary rule is of the form 
(Q (UdK E,), ES) + E3, 
where D is a binary director string, Ud V is an unary director string, and 1 Dj = 1 UI. 
(11.1) (D,(UlV,E,),&) -+ E3. 
Pictorially, Fig. 8 is converted to a tree with one node labelled by E3, cf. Fig. 9. 
(11.2) (R(U#V,E,),E3) --t (UK&). 
Pictorially, in Fig. 10, the left part is converted to the right part of the figure. 
We now explain in detail how to construct director string UPVP, U’ V’ and U’ V’. 
Let D=dldz . ..dk. U=ulu2 . . . uk and V=v1v2 . . . v,. Intuitively dis and uI)s refer to 
the distribution of the variables over left and right expressions in an application. 
Again referring to Fig. 4, observe that when d = /\, a particular variable occurs in both 
E, and E2, and hence E3 will be substituted for that variable in both El and E2. Also, 
we point out that after substitution, the variables of E3 now occur in both (El E3) and 
(EzE3). 
Let dl,dz,..., dk refer to variables x1, x2, . . . , xk, then essentially di says how xi is 
distributed over E3 and (El E2). If di= q - (where q may be - or /), then di says that xi 
does not occur in E3. Hence after reduction, Xi occurs in (E1E3) or (E2E3) only if it 
occurred in El or E2 before reduction. This gives two cases, depending on whether xi 
occurs in E3 or not. 
(1) if di=q-p where qcz{ -,/}, then uf=ui and U’ and U’ are defined as follows 
depending on ui (observe that there may be no U’ or U’ in some cases such as (1.2), 
(1.3), or (1.4)): 
(a) if ai=/\, then uf=ug=/- ; 
(b) if ui=/-, then u:=/-, u:= - -; 
(c) if ai= -\, then uf= - -, u:=/-; 
(d) ifui=----,thenuf=--,ul=--; 
VP’ v. 
(2) If di = q\, where qE( -, /}, then UP is defined as follows depending on d: 
(a) if d=/\, then up=/\; 
(b) if d=/-, then up=/- when ui=s- and up=/\ when ui=s\, where SE{ -, /}; 
(c) ifd=-\thenup=-\whenui=-sanduf=/\whenui=/s,wheres~{-,\}; 
(d) if d= - -, then up=Ui; 
/D\ /“\ UV 
U!V 3 - E3 U#V 
I I 
E3 - 
El 
5 E/ 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
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and U’ and U’ are defined as follows depending on ui: 
(a) if UC=/\, then ui=uC=/\; 
(b) if ui=/-, then uf=/\, UT= -\; 
(c) if Ui= -\, then uf= -\, u;=/\; 
(d) if Ui= - -, then u~=u:= -\; 
VP’V. 
Now again, let ul, u2, . . . , u, refer to variables yl, y, . . . y,. We point out that y;s 
represent he list of variables which do not occur in I&. Here is a complete set of rules 
for evaluating ~1’s and 0;‘s: 
(1) if Vi=/\, then uf=ui=/-; 
(2) if ai=/-, then vi=/-, vi= - --; 
(3) if ri= -\, then ai= - -, UT=/-; 
(4) if ai= - -, then uf=ui= - -. 
Example 4.2. Consider the A-expression 
;rf.(nx.nY.x(Yf))G.p 
or equivalently 
(/-,(-\/--\,(#!#,A),(-\--/-,(##!,A),(!i4c#,A)),(#!,A)) 
in MDSC. Pictorially, we will show the evaluation in detail in Fig. 11. For clarity, 
we will use an asterisk to mark the node where the next reduction occurs. The last 
tree represents the I-term AfAy.(yf), which is the normal form of the original 
A-expression. 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. Fig. 13. 
Appendix A gives a reduction for a more detailed example. 
Theorem 4.3. MDSC is conjluent. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 in [8]. 0 
Remark. Conversion rule (1.4) upon application can cause a minor problem which we 
address here. Consider the L-expression and its MDS equivalent expression in Fig. 12. 
After applying (1:4) at *, we get the tree in Fig. 13. 
Starting at the root in Fig. 12, the director /- says that x occurs in the left subtree, 
the next node labelled by /\ says that x occurs both in the left and right subtree, the 
next node labelled by -\ says x occurs in the right subtree, and the next node says 
x occurs neither in the right subtree nor left subtree. Although it causes no problem 
when the tree is applied to some argument, it is not representing the same expression 
in Il-calculus, according to our definition of abstraction rules, after the corresponding 
/?-reduction. The problem is due to the reduction (,?.q.pp)x. The solution is easy, we 
start at the *-node in Fig. 12 and move up the tree towards the root converting each 
directors of the form / - or - \ to - - . If we encounter a director of the form / \, then 
convert /\ to - \ or / - depending on the direction we went up the tree and stop. This 
has to be done for each director d of the type - \ at the *-node. We call this operation 
backtracking. Fig. 14 shows the result of this process. Now, we apply rule (1.4) at 
*-node in Fig. 14. Backtracting and rule (1.4) has to be done one after another and 
cannot be separated. Now we can apply (1.4). The same problem can also be caused by 
# in rule (11.2) and the solution is the same. From now on, we assume the backtrack- 
ing operation is done when necessary. 
5. Translating AIDS terms to A-terms 
In this section, we will show how to translate MDS terms back to L-terms using the 
following rules. 
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(1) A+lx.x, where x is a new variable; 
(2) (!D, Ix.x)-+lx.(D, x); 
(3) (#II, y)+i2x.(D, y), where x is a new variable; 
(4) (/\D, Ix.& Ay.F)+Lz.(D, E[x:=z], F[y:=z]), where z is a new variable; 
(5) (l-D, Ax.E, Ay.F)+lz.(D,‘E[x:=z], F), where z is a new variable; 
(6) (-\D, Ix.E, Ay.F)+ilz.(D, E, F[y:=z]), where z is a new variable; 
(7) (- -D, lx. E, ly.F)+lz.(D, E, F), where z is a new variable. 
Rules (1) to (7) convert MDS terms into MDSlZ terms. The following two rules 
convert MDSl terms into I-terms. 
(1) (@I 3 E)-+J% 
(2) (@2,E, W@J-). 
Example 5.1. Consider the A-expression 
nf.((nxnY.((xf)Y))~~.p). 
The equivalent MDS expression is 
(/-,(/-/--\,(-\/---,(#!#,A),(!##,A)),(##!,A)),(#!,A)). 
We first translate subterms, 
(#!#,A) + (#!#,Ix,.x,) 
+ Ilxz.(!#, IXl.Xl) 
-+ ~X2l2Xl.(#,Xl) 
+ I~2~~,~~3.(@1,~1)~ 
Similarly, 
(!# #, A) + k&&s(@~, x4), 
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and 
and 
(!#, A) -, ~&II(@I, XII). 
For the subterm 
(-\/---,(#!#,A),(!##,A)) 
+ (-\/- - -,~%~xI~x3*(@1, XI), ~X&5~%.(@1, x.4) 
+ &2.(/- - -3 &&.(@I, XI), kk5.(@1,x12) 
+ k2k3.(- -9 h(@l, x13), ~XS.(@l, x12) 
+ k2~~13~X14.(@2, (@lT x13), (@II x12)). 
Similarly, for the subterm 
(/-/--\,(-\/---,(#!#,A),(!##,A)),(##!,A)) 
+ (/-/- -\, ~x12~x13’h4*(@2~ (@lv xl3)~ (@lrxl2)), 
~x7k3~x9(@1, x9)) 
+ hd/- -\~~~13~~14.(@2> (@l, xl3)~ (@l, xl5))~ lzxSAx9(@l, x9)) 
-+ ~xl&h6.(-\> &4.(@2,(@1, xl6), (@l, xl5))~ ;1x9(@l~ x9)) 
+ k5~xl6~xl7~(@2~ (@2, (@l>x16)~ (@I, xl5))~ (@l, xl7))* 
And finally, 
(/-,(/-/--\,(-\/---,(#!#,A),(!##,A)),(##!,A)),(#!,A)) 
+ (/-, ‘h~x16~~17~(@2~ (@2, (@I, xl6)~ (@l? xl5))~ 
~@1,~~7~~,~~1~~~11~@1~~11~~ 
+ ~xl13~(~~16~~17~(@2~ (@2, (@l, xl6)v (@l, xl8))~ 
(@I, x17)), bl(@lT x11)) 
Translating to L-calculus, 
This is equivalent o the original lambda term up to a-conversion. 
Theorem 5.2. Every MDS expression E has a unique normal form with respect to these 
rules. Furthermore,for each I-term E, ifwe translate E into MDS term, denoted by F(E), 
and translate F(E) back to A-term, denoted by B(F(E)), then B(F(E))=E (up to 
a-conversion). 
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Proof. (1) E=/lq . ..x..x. 
B(F(E))=B((D,A)) where D= #i-l!#n-i if X=xi; 
B(F(E))=B((D, x)) where D= #” if no X=Xt 
=E (up to a-conversion). 
(2) E=kq . . . x,.(FG) First consider F(E). First, we rewrite A.x,.(FG) giving 
(d,,;Ix,.F, Ax,.G). d, is /\, /-, -\ or - -, depending upon the free occurrence of 
x in F and/or G. Next, we reduce 
ix,-l(d,,kF,kG), 
giving 
(dn_ldn,~x,_lx,.F,~x”_~x”.G). 
Continuing this process for all lambdas in the outermost parentheses, we get 
F(E)=F((D, Ax1 . . . xn.F, AxI . . . x,.G)) 
=(D, F(lxl . . . x,. F), F(Lxl . . . x,.G)). 
Hence, B(F(E))=B((D, F(Axl . ..x..F), F(lxi . . . x,.G)). By confluence of the B-rules, 
we can evaluate the right-hand side by first evaluating each subexpression, giving 
B(F(E))=B((D, F(Axl . ..x”.F). F(lxl . . . x,.G)) 
= B((D, B(F(lxl . . . x,. F)), B(F(lxl . . . x,.G))) 
= B((D, AxI . . . x,. F, AxI . . . x,.G)). 
We can now apply B-rules to eliminate D, giving 
B((D, Ix, . ..x..F, AxI . ..x..G))=Axl . ..x..(FG)=E. 0 
6. Conclusion 
We have modified director string calculus to obtain strong reduction as opposed to 
weak reduction given in [8]. In addition, this modified calculus can be considered as 
a different implementation of I-calculus. Particularly, the substitution operation 
supports the ideas given by Revesz [14] and O’Donnell and Strandh [12]. 
MDSC provides an environment in which, one can further study and implement 
optimal reduction and parallel reduction [4, 7, 10, 11, 151. There is also a close 
relationship between the position of a director in the director string and the De Bruijn 
number [2]. This is basically the way both MDSC and De Bruijn calculus avoid 
a-conversion. We intend to point out these connections in detail in a forthcoming 
paper. 
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/ -- \-\ 
!# ’ __ __\ !c \ I/ d” d! 
After few mom steps we get 
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